RCG JR0114610 Network engineer

IT network solution engineering is looking for a new recent college graduated for our engineering team.

The job includes working with the latest network technologies, have opportunity to impact Intel future network products and industry standard.

Candidate need to have good technical skill and knowledge in writing Python / Perl scripts and working with SQL DB, previous network experience is recommended.

https://jobs.intel.com/ShowJob/Id/2160735/Network-engineer/

Student JR0113167 Network engineering student

IT network solution engineering is looking for a new student for our engineering team.

The job includes working with the latest network technologies, have opportunity to impact Intel future network products and industry standard.

Candidate need to have good technical skill previous network experience knowledge in writing Python / Perl scripts, working with SQL DB and previous network

Experience is recommended.

https://jobs.intel.com/.../Network-engineering-student/